But Who Cares, Right? At Least It Wasn't the Nazis!
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The largest propaganda thing of the enemy, always goes like. "What *IF* the evil forces of Satan/Nazis/Boogieman had won and did_____Insert things already the jews have done and are doing_____here."

It's a well-known historical fact that Hitler lost the war because he and the Nazis refused to commit acts such as these that the enemy wanted to commit. Such as genocide and all other things like that. They simply didn't want to do it.

Unlike the jews the Nazis didn't see reason to rule a world of cattle, enslaved minions, and a nuclear wasteland. It's also known that by the end of 1944, Hitler had the plans of the Atomic Bomb ready, but still refused to use it and ordered the whole business to be called off.

Thankfully, the jew Einstein stole the recipe of the Atomic bomb, and with the peaceful Jew- Ruled America. They blessed humanity with this. Now we have been in a constant state of threats of Nuclear warfare. Aka, Human Extinction within a couple of days. Thanks jews for this Holy Blessing.

But as the government of Israel stated. If Israel is to go down, they will nuke the whole world with nukes. No, that doesn't sound like a parasite threatening to kill its host for denying it, at all. It sounds perfectly normal. At least it wasn't the Nazis saying something similar. Now that would be real evil if they did!

But when it comes from the persecuted, very poor merchants who own more than 70% of the World's wealth, and upwards to 98% if you add control of estate under jurisdiction by jewish controlled governments. That's alright! At least we aren't enslaved by evil Nazi's thankfully!

Over 2000 years or so by now, we have had what is known as Abrahamic 'religious warfare' (it was the first time in history this ever happened for 'religious' reasons) which basically has made large portion of continents go extinct, mass civil warfare, warfare between races, and still continues to threaten existence nowadays as well. At least it wasn't the Nazis who created this!

The jews of course, for all they are and do, and all they would want to do, they project this on their enemies. For example, it's them that removed occult history and religious knowledge from Gentiles, and destroyed all their culture.
Then they cry and whine that the evil Nazis, had they won, they would have removed "Christianity" or other things like that. Which were in any way, toxic Jewish psyops. While it's funny, the Jews themselves have exterminated whole races aside their spiritual knowledge, that they have stolen to keep for themselves.

The Jews also say other funny things like. Uhm, the Nazis would have enslaved all the other people of the world bruh. While the Jews themselves are the race that owned most slaves of other races, and even enslaved their own. Still, this form of financial and wealth slavery exists and most people on the planet, are living on the bill. But past aside, the Jews are right now materializing their goal of race-mixing the whole planet, and then after this is said and done, they will rule the goyim with a rod of iron.

But since this isn't done by the imaginary Nazis, it's nice. It's the good guys doing it. Not this bad guy named Hitler who killed 6 trillion Jews. Even when there weren't 6 million Jews in Europe to begin with. But I am sure Hitler was so evil, he actually created Jews in a laboratory just to kill them. That's all he cared about. He was a hateful man. It wasn't like the Jews had ruined his country and enslaved his people so he and his people just revolted. Nah. It's just psychopathic hatred.

No matter when, how, or why, someone questions, or goes against the Jews. It's insolence against God. How dare you question Rabbi Yashua (Jesus Christ) and his chosen following? How dare you not allow yourself to be raped, scammed, and all the rest of the beautiful things?

The other line goes, if the Nazis have won, people would have been abused, especially the other trolling about "Those who do not have these features." Funny while you see in Israel's policy that those who don't have the Cohen Gene pretty much, are to be exterminated and destroyed. In their own book, we see the same idea in Revelation. All the "minions of Satan" (Aka the Gentiles, as the enemy admits the Gentiles are actually Satan's seed) have to be exterminated in the upcoming "Apocalypse". After this, the "Elect" Jews will reign supreme over the planet. The list goes.

Even worse is the line that the Nazis would have taken over the whole world. Ahem, basically, the Jews have had the whole world for around 1500 years, from dark ages and onward. Only in the last 70 years, around the century of the Nazis, anything good has ever happened for the 'masses' of these 'humanitarian' Jews. And these 'good' things they only did out of fear of having Nazis appear again. So they just feed the goyim for a while. Cattle-breed them, and then finally rule them with the rod of iron as their bible states.
Last week, Israel's Puppet almost launched Nuclear WW3. **But who cares, right? At least it wasn't the Nazis!**

It's also even more comically tragic that all the things the enemy whines about, they do to Gentiles all the time, since time immemorial. For a first thing, the jews were the first race to invent a THOUGHT POLICE, namely, jesus christ. This Rabbi is going to kill and torture for all eternity, all who think 'unaccepted' thoughts in accordance to the Torah.

Basically, the jews, for all they have done and committed. They just take this and put this on the back of random people and scapegoats on history. To just fend of responsibility. Like criminals, the jews are afraid that if they are judged, humanity will no longer tolerate their whole game that has been going on since time immemorial.

Pagan priests have been butchered and died in the millions as the real "Martyrs" for their beliefs. Then somehow funny jews made up all these false "Martyrs" of "Christianity" then who knows if they existed or not.

This whole reverse operation is needless to say, intelligent. All that Stalin did, and all the jews do, and have done for centuries and are *STILL* doing, are hidden from plain sight, and jews pretend to be moral and that we should be lucky and thankful that the "Evil Doesn't Run the World" or some other things like that. While evil totally, runs the world today.

The Machiavellian poison of jews, of everyone against everyone, and their whole mentality, is just PROJECTED on their enemies. How they perceive them, understand them, talk hypothetically about what they "would" have done, just explains jewish mentality.

Now that the evil "Nazis" have lost, Humanity is seeing this fact flat out. If Hitler had won back then, people would be having the benefit of the doubt. With the present state of things that is to come, and more, all doubts about the "Claims" (Facts) of Hitler and the Nazis will be washed away.

What the enemy does is just project their own intentions, and add the caption "Nazis" to it. Therefore, all the abominable things that were to come onto them, magically flew over to some imaginary Nazis. Who after all didn't do even one-fourth of it in reality of what they are blamed.

Still, after around seven decades/70 years, imaginary Nazis are still blamed. An imaginary Hitler is blamed for all the world's perils. Like Satan, Hitler is made into
the ultimate scapegoat. These people don't even exist anymore in a technical sense, but STILL, they blame them.

Unless of course some new scapegoat group comes around.

The jews are writing their own saga of proving the Nazis right, and the Nazis aren't even around. So, in this time, who will be there to blame when there are no scapegoats and nobody to project their crap upon? This is the endgame for the jewish world domination.

In Europe you can go to jail and pay giant fines for questioning the Holocaust. But who cares, right? At least this isn't the Nazis!

Europe is being Genocides, but who cares, right? At least this isn't the Nazis doing it!

African people are eating stones, but who cares, right? The Holy Jews rule over this land through the stock market! Perfectly free they are!

19/20th's of the planet are struggling to get by and survive. At least it's not the Nazis doing it!

Thankfully, this world is being destroyed by the holy jews. Thankfully, because damn, how bad would it be if it was some evil Nazis doing it. With the holy jews it's just completely fine!

Let's be thankful and enjoy the mass rape of jews towards all of humanity. At least, it isn't the Nazis doing it!

And if the planet is holocausted and we all die as if we never existed! At least it wasn't the Nazis doing it! It was the Holy Jews!

Thank G-d it wasn't the Evil Nazis!